Neural network flight controllers are able to accommodate a variety of aircraft control surface faults without detectable degradation of aircraft handling qualities. Under some faults, however, the effective flight envelope is reduced; this can lead to unexpected behavior if a pilot performs an action that exceeds the remaining control authority of the damaged aircraft. The goal of our work is to increase the pilot's situational awareness by informing him of the type of damage and resulting reduction in flight envelope. Our methodology integrates two inductive learning systems with novel visualization techniques. One learning system, the Inductive Monitoring System (IMS), learns to detect when a simulation includes faulty controls, while two others, Inductive Classification System (INCLASS) and multiple binary decision tree system (utilizing C4.5), determine the type of fault. In off-line training using only non-failure data, IMS constructs a characterization of nominal flight control performance based on control signals issued by the neural net flight controller. This characterization can be used to determine the degree of control augmentation required in the pitch, roll, and yaw command channels to counteract control surface failures. This derived information is typically sufficient to distinguish between the various control surface failures and is used to train both INCLASS and C4.5. Using data from failed control surface flight simulations, INCLASS and C4.5 independently discover and amplify features in IMS results that can be used to differentiate each distinct control surface failure situation. In real-time flight simulations, distinguishing features learned during training are used to classify control surface failures. Knowledge about the type of failure can be used by an additional automated system to alter its approach for planning tactical and strategic maneuvers. The knowledge can also be used directly to increase the pilot's situational awareness and inform manual maneuver decisions. Our multi-modal display of this information provides speech output to issue control surface failure warnings to a lesser-used communication channel and provides graphical displays with pilot-selectable !eve!s of details to issues additional information about the failure. We also describe a 'potential presentation for flight envelope reduction that can be viewed separately or integrated with an existing attitude indicator instrument. Preliminary results suggest that the inductive approach is capable of detecting that a control surface has failed and determining the type of fault. Furthermore, preliminary evaluations suggest that the interface discloses a concise summary of this information to the pilot.
I. Introduction
T the start of aviation, aircraft were relatively simple and required only a few gauges to inform the pilot of the A state of the aircraft. As aircraft became more complex, more gauges were necessary and the pilot was required to track the state of many more systems. What began as a single-pilot operation increased to a three-pilot operation. One pilot is dedicated to monitoring the state of aircraft systems while the other two pilots aviate, navigate, and communicate with air traffic controllers. The introduction of automation has enabled the redesign and consolidation of the three-pilot operation into a two-pilot operation. Many of the tasks previously assigned to a human pilot are now accomplished by automation, with supervision from the human pilots. The automation can take the form of an autopilot capable of flying the aircraft nearly from take-off to landing, an automated monitoring and diagnosis system that continuously evaluates the health of the aircraft's systems, or systems that offer other assistance. Automation has many advantages over non-automated operations and, together with aeronautics advances and crewresource management (CRM), has made aircraft flights safer. CRM stresses that it is very important for the pilots to work together as a team, that all team members need to keep each other informed of their activities, and everyone 1 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics must feel comfortable questioning another member's methods. The "strong, silent type" airline captain of the past who took complete control, gave orders, and did not react well to being questioned has been displaced from today's flight deck. Unfortunately, another team member with similar characteristics has been welcomed and encouraged: automation! Although automation has proven to be an effective resource that can decrease the pilots' workload, problems can arise when unexpected events occur.
Our research has two main goals. One goal is to make automation technically better -to improve its capabilities.
The other goal, which addresses the concerns of re-introducing a strong, silent type into the flight deck, is to improve the pilot's awareness of what the automation is doing. The domain of our work is automated neural network flight controllers that can successfully accommodate a variety of aircraft control surface faults without detectable degradation of aircraft handling qualities. This adaptation is transparent to the pilot and does not lead to an increase in workload. However, some faults can lead to a reduction in the effective flight envelope (i.e., the area in which the aircraft responds to pilot action as expected) and ensuing unexpected behavior if the pilot performs an action that exceeds the remaining control authority of the damaged aircraft. To help prevent this occurrence, it is imperative that the pilot is informed of the existence and character of a problem and how it may affect the flight, including limitations on maneuvering, speed, landing gear deployment, and flap deployment. Idealiy, if completion of the mission were in doubt, the pilot would also be informed of available alternatives. Our research focuses on identifying and informing the pilot about the type of damage. We also present a method to inform the pilot of envelope reduction in the pitch and roll axes, but present only a preliminary notion of how to compute the reduction due to the damage.
In the following sections, we will describe each of the major functions of the health management process flow shown in Fig. 1 : simulator, fault detection, fault isolatiodclassification, envelope reduction, and user interface. Within the fault isolation section, we present a comparison of the two classification methods. The scale, filter/smooth, and buffer/summarize functions will not be described as they are only supporting details. We conclude with potential areas for future work. (MS) ' Classification .
The Problem
A neural network flight controller' uses both pre-trained and on-line learning neural networks to provide adaptive flight control. The pre-trained neural networks provide estimates of aerodynamic stability and control characteristics required for model inversion. The on-line learning networks generate command augmentation signals to compensate for errors in the stability and control derivative estimates as well as errors from model inversion. An additional benefit of the on-line learning networks is that they can learn to adapt to changes in aircraft dynamics due to damage or failure.
The inputs to the neural network flight controller are commands generated by the pilot through rudder pedal and lateral and longitudinal control stick displacements. Rudder pedal and stick gains are used to convert displacement commands into roll rate and aerodynamic normal and lateral acceleration commands. These acceleration commands are then transformed into the corresponding roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate commands. Finally, the necessary control surface deflections are computed using dynamic inversion of the rate commands and reference mqdels for first-order roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate transfer functions that specify the desired handling qualities. Thus, neural network flight controllers use aircraft state information to generate pseudo control augmentation commands in order to compensate for errors computed from aircraft feedback. The pilot is not explicitly aware of this process. Nor is he aware that the aircraft dynamics may have changed due to damage or failure. The neural network flight controller makes the failure essentially transparent to the pilot. This process becomes problematic only when the controller is not able to make the failure completely transparent. Under some failures, the effective flight envelope is reduced, and if the pilot goes just outside this envelope, he is suddenly and unexpectedly faced with the reality of the failure. Even worse, he may not be able to easily determine the type of failure and therefore will not know how to react to regain control of the aircraft.
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In this paper, we present two methods we developed to assist the pilot in determining the type of failure. Both methods begin by learning to detect that a failure has occurred vault detection). They then independently categorize the failure vault isolation). Using the results of the isolation algorithms, we can then compute how the flight envelope is reduced. We present only a notional implementation of this aspect. Finally, we suggest a method of presenting the results of the detection, isolation, and envelope reduction to the pilot.
Simulator
For a training and demonstration platform, we used the FLTz flight simulator? It is a 6 degrees-of-freedom, nonlinear, high-fidelity simulator that can simulate a variety of aircraft and controller types. Our simulations used a transport aircraft similar to the Boeing 757 that incorporates a fault tolerant, adaptive neural network flight control system that does not provide fault detection and isolation. FLTz has generic control panels and flight displays that are representative of typical aircraft displays, facilitating development, evaluation, and demonstration.
FLTz can simulate many types of failures. Our prototype was concerned only with faults affecting ailerons, horizontal stabilizer, elevators, and rudder. Moreover, we limit the type of damage to these surfaces to hard-toposition and los s;of-effectiveness control surface faults. A hard-to-position (HTP) fault results when the control surface is stuck in position, that is, the control surface moves to a fured position but does not respond to subsequent commands. A loss-of-effectiveness (LOE) fault results from reduced gain in the mechanisms that drive the control surface elements (i.e., degraded actuation) and results in less control surface movement than expected for a given command signal. Note that 100% LOE is equivalent to an HTP at the trim position, that is, the mechanism that drives the control surface has suffered a 100% reduction in the ability to move the surface to a commanded position and thus, the surface remains in its current position. The detection and isolation methods we developed are inductive and follow the approach depicted in Fig. 2 . To generate training data, two pilots independently flew the simulator under a nominal cruise condition defined by mach 0.78 to 0.84, altitude between 28,000 and 36,000 feet, and turbulence from none to moderate. For each 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics training set, the pilots flew a series of roll and pitch maneuvers: roll 10" left then right, roll 20" left then right, roll 30' left then righc pitch 5" up then down, and pitch 10' up then down. A typical training flight is shown in Fig. 3 . In total, we generated 50 minutes of data, roughly 60% of which was used to train IMS. 
IV. Fault Detection
The neural flight controller compensates for control surface failures with little feedback to the pilot. Aircraft handling qualities can sometimes degrade as the neural network adapts its weights to compensate for the changes in aircraft dynamics. Even if the pilot detects this degraded handling, he is not informed of the type of failure. Thus, the pilot does not have an opportunity to prepare to take over control or avoid maneuvers that may lead to unacceptable behavior. To provide visibility into the activities of the controller, the first task is to detect that a fault exists. The Inductive Monitoring System (IMS)5 accomplishes this task.
IMS combines features of model-based reasoning and data clustering to build knowledge bases of nominal system behavior. For off-line training, it begins with a set of data vectors that capture nominal flight control system behavior. The vectors, derived from 30 minutes of the two pilots' flights described in the previous section, consist of a description of the operating conditions (roll, pitch, and yaw commands; and the rate of change in roll, pitch, and yaw commands) and features that describe the neural flight controller's behavior (effective lateral stick position, effective longitudinal stick position, and effective pedal displacement). These nominal vectors are grouped into interval vector clusters of nearby points that specify acceptable ranges for parameters in a vector. When forming the clusters, the operating conditions are weighted more than the neural flight controller's behavior features.
During on-line monitoring, IMS uses the knowledge base of clusters computed in the off-line training to determine whether incoming data is nominal. Incoming data is captured in a vector of the same structure as the training set. The vector is then compared to the clusters in the knowledge base and the closest nominal cluster is identified. Finally, a distance is computed for each of the three feature elements based on the difference between the incoming element value and the corresponding element value of the closest cluster. These three feature distances are the residuals. The confidence level that a problem exists is based on a Gaussian function of overall feature distance. Figure 4 shows a comparison of feature data from a faulty simulation and a nominal simulation, the residual from a simulator running in parallel with the same control input, and the IMS output comparing faulty output to the nominal knowledge base. Note the EviS percent deviation is shown in the bottom graph and cieariy shows its corresponbenee to the faulty simulation feature values. 
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V. Fault Isolation
Just detecting a fault increases the pilot's situational awareness. Knowing what type of fault has been detected is also very valuable because it allows the pilot to modify his maneuvers to remain within the effective flight envelope of the damaged aircraft. We used two classification techniques to determine the type of fault. One technique, the Inductive Classification System (INCLASS), uses similar methods to IMS. The other uses a public domain decision tree classification system, C4.5.3 Both techniques are pre-trained on approximately half the data set generated fiom five-minute faulty flights for each fault type (HTP or LOE for the six control surfaces [lewright aileron, lewright elevator, horizontal stabilizer, and rudder]). Note that the magnitude of HTP and LOE faults was discretized in 5" increments to reduce the training set and evaluate how well each technique generalizes to untrained fault magnitudes. We briefly describe each technique and then discuss and compare the performance of each technique in isolating the fault.
A. Inductive Classification System
The INCLASS methodology is similar to IMS. It is trained on the IMS output residuais for labeled nominal and failure data. The training set consists of 60 classes, with each fault magnitude considered a separate class. Class membership and confidence are based on the (Gaussian-weighted) relative distance of the real-time data vectors from c!~sters representbg ezch c!ass. Yxis, if I d~k vector is w i~i z I predefiaed h-c;lass threshold of N clusters, as shown in Fig. 5 , INCLASS will output the fault classes represented by those N clusters as the candidates and determine the confidence level for each fault based on the distances fiom the input vector to the clusters. 
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B. Multiple Binary Decision Trees
In general, decision trees are constructed based on the information gain ratio for attribute/value pairs. That is, when building the tree during off-line training, the training data set is divided into subsets by selecting an attribute whose values most differentiate one class from the others. The attribute with this characteristic becomes the root of the tree and the values that attribute can take on become branches. The same algorithm is recursively applied to each subset along each branch of the tree until the subset of data along the bottom branches is homogeneous, iq., of a single class. In real applications, it is not always possible to create a decision tree with a homogeneous set of data at the bottom branches that is capable of classifying unknown data correctly. The decision tree must be tuned to minimize false alarms and have acceptable classification capability. One tuning method is to continue branching only until reaching an acceptable level of classification, e.g., exceeding a threshold percentage of training data that is classified correctly.
Our second technique uses multiple binary decision trees implemented in C4.5 and tuned to determine the fault type. They are multiple in the sense that a separate decision tree is built for each of twenty fault classes: +HTP (Le., control surface stuck in up position), -HTP (surface stuck in down position), and LOE for each control surface, plus nominal (no-fault) case and neural flight controller system (NFCS) failures. And they are binary in the sense that the trained fault is labeled class 1 and all other faults as well as the nominal class are labeled class 0. For real-time classification, each binary tree is executed with the IMS residual. All trees that indicate that the given IMS residual is of class 1 (Le., member) are reported as candidates. The confidence for each candidate class is based on the percentage of training data that is classified correctly for a particular leaf in the tree. The total confidence is then divided among the multiple candidates. The fault magnitude (e.g., 10" up HTP) is determined by a rule base and heuristics.
C. Classifier Performance
The performance of INCLASS and C4.5 on the various faults is presented in the tables of Fig. 6 . As stated above, JNCLASS was trained on 60 fault classes. However, for a direct comparison with C4.5, we condense the 60 classes into the 20 classes used to train C4.5. The goal, 100% accuracy, would result in a 1 along the diagonal and 0 elsewhere. C4.5 reached that goal only for rudder HTP failures. For HTP failures of the remaining surfaces, both INCLASS and C4.5 achieved at least 94% accuracy with C4.5 performing slightly better than INCLASS. The tables also show how a fault was misclassified. In most cases, HTP faults were either classified correctly or were not classified as faults (that is, they were misclassified in the None group although IMS detected they were somehow faulty).
The performance of both classifiers was worse for classifying LOE failures, with INCLASS outperforming C4.5 by from 3% (rudder LOE) to 26% (right elevator LOE). Similar to the classifiers' performance on HTP failures, the performance of both classifiers was best for rudder LOEs, with INCLASS achieving nearly 99% accuracy and C4.5 achieving nearly 96%. For LOE faults of other surfaces, INCLASS achieved fromGa low of 70% for a left elevator LOE to a high of 98% for a stabilizer LOE, and C4.5 achieved from a low of 48% for a right elevator LOE to a high of 94% for a stabilizer LOE. The 60-class INCLASS results indicate the right elevator LOE performance was only 9% for a magnitude-25% LOE, but in the mid-70s for the other three magnitudes. The misclassified data was primarily classified either as left elevator HTP -5 (48%), right aileron HTP 0 (19%), and rudder LOE magnitude-25% (19%). In fact, the first two fault types (L elev HTP -5 and HTP 0) account for the majority of the misclassifications of all LOE faults. This leads us to believe that one cause of the decreased classification rate on these fauits is due to the aircraft's performance with an LOE fauit. Tne controiier reacts difrerentiy tnan for nominal conditions, but the classification vector does not have the features necessary to distinguish between the various small-magnitude faults. For relatively small maneuvers with small-magnitude LOE failures, the feature variable signatures are very similar to that of a nominal aircraft. Thus, the flight controller compensates in a more subtle way, one that is more difficult for the classifiers to determine. Additionally, with an HTP fault, the flight controller must compensate for the stuck control surface by utilizing the other surfaces. For most of the HTP failures, the neural flight controller is continuously counteracting the control surface that is stuck at a non-trim position even when the pilot is not maneuvering, resulting in a steady-state offset of at least one of the three flight controller features that compose the training vector. For non-100% LOE faults, on the other hand, the control surfaces move in the correct direction, but not as quickly nor as far. There is no steady-state offset for LOE failures because the controller counteracts the slower movement of the control surface only during pilot maneuvering. 
VI. Envelope Reduction
Fault detection and isolation provide necessary information to the pilot about the health state of the aircraft. In addition to knowing what components failed and how they are failed, it is important to know the failure's impact on mission success. Envelope reduction aims to provide this information.
Our current implementation of envelope reduction is only for concept demonstration and is mostly notional. A rigorous analysis6 is necessary but is outside the scope of our work. Thus, we applied heuristics derived from a simple analysis of how a certain fault will affect maneuverability. The heuristics considers such factors as aileron failures affect roll' control authority whereas elevator and stabilizer failures affect pitch control authority. We were m l a l e L u Lest these hexistics e~piicaEy, se we wi !! net emiierate thez here. 
VII. User Interface
An important aspect of providing information to a pilot is presenting it in a way that does not increase the pilot's workload?*839 This is especially important when presenting additional visual information because of the many visual displays already present in a modem flight deck. Our method of addressing this concern is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The visualization and graphical user interface for displaying fault information was influenced both by pilots and by human factors experts. The pilots, including two of the authors, provided advice on what is important to a pilot. The 7 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics human factors experts provided advice on how to best encode the information based on existing human factors principles. These opinions of both groups are expressed in the discussion below and helped determine color choices. For our application, the pilot needs to know whether there is a fault, the type of fault, the automation's confidence level both that a fault exists and that it is of the annunciated type, and the limitations caused by the fault. If a fault does not exist or the automation's confidence level of fault existence is below a selected threshold, the screen is dark. This abides by the dark-cockpit principle: maintain a blank screen unless a problem exists. This principle not only minimizes distraction to the pilots when things are normal, but also increases saliency of caution and warning signs when something goes wrong, Note that the color key in the lower-left comer of the display also follows the dark-cockpit principle and disappears under nominal conditions. The key serves as a memory aid of the color-coding scheme, not a lengthy explanation of what each fault type means. By showing a partial set of keys corresponding to the currently shown defects, we minimize display clutter and possibly increase the saliency of displayed information. For example, if an LOE fault becomes an HTP fault of the same surface, popping up a new red key simultaneously with changing the color of the control surface to red may attract additional pilot attention.
At the pilot's request (accomplished by selecting the appropriate option "Display OK Surfaces"), nonproblematic control surfaces can be displayed to allow verification that everything is working as expected. Following human factors principles for color-coding for improved recognition, these surfaces are represented by green, the prototypical color meaning nominal. The color key is modified to show only that green represents "OK. no problems detected."
When a fault is detected, the confidence level that a fault exists is displayed in the upper-left comer, Overall Confidence in Fig. 7 . The level is displayed numerically for precise information and graphically for quick visual interpretation. Note that the position of the number moves relative to the filled portion of the bar to coincide with the location the pilot would already be looking for one of the two pieces of information. The gray color chosen for the confidence bars, both for overall confidence and for detected faults, is lower contrast than the colors chosen for state of control surfaces and envelope reduction. This allows the pilot to see the information but does not overwhelm the other, probably more important, information.
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When a classifier isolates a detected fault to a particular fault-type with a confidence level that exceed the Surface Conflevel specified by the pilot, the fault is displayed on the airplane mimic. Figure 7 shows two faults: a stabilizer LOE of magnitude 25% and a left aileron HTP of magnitude 15" down. Continuing the color-coding scheme, LOE faults are shown as amber, meaning caution. The amount of amber versus the amount of green reflects the percentage of loss of effectiveness. Thus, for a 25% LOE, the surface is depicted 75% in green and 25% in amber. Similarly, a 75% LOE is depicted 25% in green and 75% in amber. At 100% LOE, which is equivalent to HTP at trim position, the color changes to red to signify the warning aspects of the fault. Similarly, HTP faults are depicted in red. Additionally, HTP faults display the position at which the surface is stuck and the position the surface was commanded to. The commanded position is shown in gray for similar reasons as the confidence bars.
For LOE and HTP failures, the classifier's confidence level is also presented to help the pilot determine the amount of trust to place in the annunciation. Lastly, the color key is modified to show the meaning of the colors currently displayed. In the example of Fig. 7 , all possible fault-types are shown and, hence, the color key is completely shown.
Another element shown in Fig. 7 is envelope reduction. The attitude-indicator inspired display in the top-middle shows the limitations for bank, pitch, and yaw. The bank limitations are shown in red, representing warning, on the upper perimeter of the envelope display. For example, the limits shown in Fig. 7 represent a maximum available 40" of left bank and 25" of "right bank. Although those numbers were derived using simplistic heuristics, the display illustrates the limited range available to the pilot after a failure for which the neural flight controller compensation results in diminished control authority on that (roll/pitch/yaw) axis. Similarly, up and down pitch limitations due to the stabilizer failure (in this case) are shown by the red triangles. Each tick marks represents 5"; hence, the pilot is limited to no more than 25" pitch up and down. Larger limitations are shown using larger triangles that fill more of the interior of the envelope display. Thus, a large limitation in pitch would be very quickly discemable. Finally, yaw limitations, are represented by filling in the horizontal bar in the middle of the envelope display. The two "lOO" to either side of that bar represent that the aircraft shown in Fig. 7 has no limitations (100% availability) in yaw. If a limitation exists, the bar fills from the outside in and, similar to the pitch display, a large area of red represents a large limitation.
The final element shown, in the upper-right comer of the display in Fig. 7 , is Neural Net Annunciators. In particular, a Bad OffLine is outlined in red. At this point, the classifiers are not trained to recognize neural network faults (e.g., bad off line (prior-to-flight) training of the neural net). Although we have some data on neural flight controller faults (NFCS in the table of Fig. 6 ), we do not have enough to teach the classifiers to recognize the fault consistently. Thus, the display shows only a concept for how such faults could be displayed once the information is available.
In addition to the comprehensive visual display, we implemented a simple speech interface to aurally warn the pilot of a detected fault. We used the public domain Festival speech synthesizer.* When IMS detects a fault with a high (pre-defined) confidence, Festival says, for example, "Left aileron stuck." This prompts the pilot to look at the visual display for additional details.
Vm. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a method that uses inductive learning to improve pilots' awareness of aircraft faults that are masked by an adaptive flight controller. The Inductive Monitoring System, IMS, detects the existence of a fault during real-time flight of an adaptive flight controller. Two inductive classification approaches, INCLASS and multiple b i n w decision trees (implemented with C4.5), isolate the fault to either a hard-to-position (HTP) fault or loss-of-effectiveness (LOE) fault of one of six control surfaces and determine the magnitude of the failure (e.g., HTP (stuck) at 10' up). Based on the detected fault, a heuristics-based approach determines the resulting limitations of the aircraft, that is, the reduction in the effective flight envelope due to the failures. Finally, the information from these three systems and the envelope reduction computation is displayed graphically for quick interpretation by the pilot.
to detect off-nominal conditions with high accuracy. M S was also able to determine control augmentation residuals relative to fault tree performance without the use of a compute-intensive simulation running in parallel. This capability provides automatic nominal system characterization from data without the need for dedicated simulator development. It also allows for rapid updates to system characterization (either off-line or on-line) in the event of reconfiguration, upgrades, or damage. M S is 3 . e5ect;,e m&od of detectkg f2ults. A!though kained only on a SEE!! Set of nomina! da+4 it wc'p able * http::/www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festivall INCLASS and C4.5 were trained on a small set of off-nominal data. Both generalized very well for HTP failures but not as well for LOE failures. We believe the better generalization is due to the method of compensation for HTP failures by the neural flight controller. Whereas the controller compensates for HTP failures even when the pilot is not maneuvering, it compensates for LOE failures only during a maneuver that requires that surface. Further, the LOE fault signatures for small magnitude faults did not differ much from the nominal data signatures. Because the labels for the INCLASS training set specified not only the type of fault but also the magnitude, INCLASS performed better than C4.5 on LOE failures. Based of these differences, in future work, it may be advantageous to fuse the results of the two classifiers. The result presented to the pilot could be a weighted combination of the results from each classifier, with the weighting learned over time to reflect the performance of each classifier on a specific fault type.
In addition to fusing the classifier results, fUrther areas for research include determining whether classification results can be improved by expanding the training set to include additional pilots, applying other classification techniques for improved recognition of faults, improving the flight envelope reduction method, investigating the detection of failures of the neural network itself rather than assuming faulty aircraft behavior is due to failures of control surfaces, expanding the methodology to other flight phases, especially approach, and determining whether one classifier can be trained to detect faults in multiple phases or ifmultiple classifiers are necessary.
Over and above improving the fault detection and fault isolation algorithms, an evaluation of the user interface should be conducted. The current design is based on input from pilots and human factors experts in a static environment. The pilots' requirement for information may change with extended use of the system. For example, the actual fault may be irrelevant and the only necessary information is the envelope reduction. Conversely, the confidence of the detection and isolation systems may prove very important and require further 'emphasis. Finally, the method of displaying the two types of failures needs to be assessed in flight to verify that the amber portion of LOE failures is visible and the two types of failures are easily and quickly distinguishable.
